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a b s t r a c t

This study characterized preferential choice in binary trials and investigated intra-session variations in
response time (RT). In Experiment 1, participants (N = 77) were asked to choose the preferred of two
images of body wash; all unique combinations of 19 images were presented. The results showed: (a)
marked and consistent individual preferences for specific stimuli; (b) RT decreased monotonically with
increasing exposure to each stimulus; (c) RT decreased exponentially as a function of relative preference
ranking of the 2 images in a trial; and (d) a regression model efficiently predicted trial RT as a function
of exposure and relative preference. Experiment 2 (N = 112) explored the effect of amount of exposure
on RT, and relative preference as a function of the type of choice task (a previously completed vs. a new
choice task). The results showed that: (a) within a single choice task, amount of exposure and relative
preference between the stimuli predicted the systematic changes in RT observed in Exp. 1; and (b) when
the choice task changed, the effects of previous amount of exposure, and relative stimulus preference did
not transfer to the new task.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

The value of a good (i.e., an object, event, or relationship) is
often estimated by measuring patterns of choice between concur-
rently available goods (Herrnstein, 1961; Mazur, 1987; Baum and
Rachlin, 1969; Jones and Rachlin, 2006; Rachlin et al., 1991; Bickel
et al., 1999; Yi et al., 2006). A large body of evidence from con-
current choice studies show that value of a reward varies with
its magnitude, frequency, and delay, among others. For humans,
the list of dimensions determining value is seemingly endless and
includes beauty, social proximity, social status, functionality, fair-
ness, and morality, to name a few. Moreover, we often choose
between goods whose value derives from very different dimen-
sions, as when we decide between having dinner and taking a phone
call. In spite of complexity, it is possible to estimate the value of
multifaceted and often intangible goods. For example, delay dis-
counting (the loss of value of a good that is due to delay) is typically
estimated by offering participants a series of choices between hypo-
thetical immediate and delayed monetary rewards in binary (i.e.,
two-option) trials (Rachlin and Green, 1972; Rachlin et al., 1991).
During an assessment, the magnitude of the immediate reward and
the delay interval are systematically varied between trials in order
to find the point of indifference (or switch) in preference between
alternatives. The magnitude of the immediate reward at the switch-
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ing point is the best estimate of the subjective current value of the
delayed rewards. Then, the obtained series of switching points are
used to calculate the degree of delay discounting as either an esti-
mated rate of decay in value (Killeen, 2009; McKerchar et al., 2009;
Mazur, 1987) or as area under the discounting curve (AUC; Myerson
et al., 2001). The method is simple, highly efficient and valid, as
consistent and systematic results are observed across species, pop-
ulations, and goods, real and hypothetical (De Wit and Mitchell,
2010; Madden and Johnson, 2010; Reynolds, 2006).

An alternative method to estimate the subjective value of a
delayed reward involves analyzing the latencies or response times
(RTs) in binary choice trials. Robles and Vargas (2007) and Chabris
et al. (2008) showed that, in a series of trials where participants are
asked to choose between an immediate and a delayed reward, the
longest RT in the series corresponds to the trial where the options’
subjective value is most similar; i.e., the indifference point. Specif-
ically, Chabris showed that RT provides a reliable way to estimate
the value of delayed rewards and delay discounting rates.

The relation between RT and value in binary trials is known as
the “distance effect” (Dashiell, 1937; Leth-Steensen and Marley,
2000; Smith, 1968)—the systematic increase in RT that occurs as
the stimuli in a binary trial become more similar. The distance
effect is intuitively appealing, as more time appears to be neces-
sary to choose between two closely valued stimuli than between
stimuli of dissimilar value. The relation between RT and subjec-
tive value was first demonstrated by Dashiell (1937), who asked
subjects to choose the most liked stimulus from pairs of colored
paper samples, and used their choices to derive individual pref-
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erence rankings. Dashiell found that RT was an inverse function
of the difference in ranking between the two stimuli in a trial.
While similar relationships had been reported before between RT
and stimulus differences along physical dimensions (Baranski and
Petrusic, 2003; Ehrenstein and Ehrenstein, 1999), Dashiell’s main
contribution was demonstrating that the distance effect applies to
the subjective (hedonic) value of the stimuli. The distance effect has
now been observed in relation to various stimuli including food in
capuchin monkeys (Padoa-Schioppa et al., 2006) and, in humans,
social status (Chiao et al., 2004), computer screen designs (Schmidt
et al., 2006), and delay discounting (Chabris et al., 2008; Robles and
Vargas, 2007).

Recent studies have shown that the assessment of subjective
value in binary choice trials is affected by contextual factors and
by the subject’s previous experience with the stimuli. For exam-
ple, an individual’s estimated degree of delay discounting has been
shown to depend on the magnitude of the delayed reward (Grace
and McLean, 2005; Green et al., 1997), as well as the order of pre-
sentation of the immediate rewards in a series (Robles et al., 2009;
Scholten and Read, 2010). It is not yet clear how those factors affect
estimation of delay discounting during the assessment task. This
article reports an effort to better understand within-subject and
intra-session factors that affect assessment of value during binary
choice tests, like those used to estimate delay discounting. Specif-
ically, in two experiments we explored dynamic variations in RT
within the experimental session with respect to: (a) preference for
individual stimuli (Experiments 1 and 2), (b) amount of exposure
to individual stimuli (Experiments 1 and 2), (c) relative preference
between stimuli in a trial (Experiments 1 and 2), and (d) practice
with the assessment task (Experiment 2).

2. Experiment 1

2.1. Materials and methods

2.1.1. Subjects
Seventy-seven college students (18 male, 59 female), ages

18–34 (mean age = 19.3), with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, were recruited through the department’s research subject
pool. Volunteers received class credit for their participation in the
study. All study procedures were approved in advance by the insti-
tution’s review board.

2.1.2. Stimulus sets
Two sets of 19 color images were used, Set 1 and Set 2. Thirty-

two percent of the images in Sets 1 and 2 overlapped, and 68% were
non-overlapping. Subjects were randomly assigned to a bottle set
for model validation, as described below. Each image depicted a
bottle of body wash product commercially available to consumers
in the US. The bottles were selected as samples of objects in every-
day life that might have hedonic or aesthetic value. The images were
produced by digital photography of the bottles on a consistent fea-
tureless background, and presented at 400 × 200 pixels in size; with
a spatial resolution of 300 × 300 dpi; and at 24 bits of color resolu-
tion. Presentation of the stimuli and recording of responses were
computerized. The program code was written in Microsoft Visual
Basic 6.0. Data collection was done with a dedicated desktop com-
puter running Windows XP at 2.4 GHz. The images were presented
on a 19-in. computer monitor at 1024 × 768 pixels.

2.1.3. Procedure
There were 3 experimental phases in this study; all subjects

received the same treatments in the same order. Each phase con-
sisted of a series of 171 discrete trials separated by a 2-s intertrial
interval (ITI); the experimental phases were separated by a 2-min
break during which the subjects were asked to remain in their seats.

Fig. 1. RT distribution in both phases of Experiment 1.

At the beginning of each phase subjects were given the following
instructions (as two separate bullet points): “Using the computer
mouse, choose the bottle you prefer the most”; “if you don’t pre-
fer one over the other, please choose one anyway.” Subjects were
not instructed as to how fast they should respond, and were not
informed that RT was being recorded. Each trial presented the sub-
ject with one of the 171 unique pair combinations of 19 images in
a set, shown side by side on the screen. Bottles were shown with-
out their commercial label on in Phase 1, and with their label on in
Phase 2. Participants were randomly assigned to view one of two
bottle image sets, “Set 1” or “Set 2.” Participants followed the same
procedure, with all viewing unlabeled images (Phase I) followed
by labeled images (Phase II). Thus, the only difference between
the Set 1 and Set 2 conditions was the specific images shown. The
bottle combinations were presented in random order, and presen-
tation of the bottles on either side of the screen (right or left) was
counterbalanced. The mouse cursor was reset to the center of the
screen (equidistant from the images) before each trial. During Phase
1 the unlabeled bottles were presented; during Phase 2 the labeled
bottles were presented; and during Phase 3 a combination of the
subject’s most preferred bottles in Phases 1 and 2 were presented.
Only data from phases 1 and 2 are reported here.

2.2. Results

Response times were recorded in milliseconds; RTs longer
than 10 s were removed from the analyses. As shown in Fig. 1,
very similar RT distributions were obtained in both experimental
phases. Mean RT was 1480 ms (SD = 1040) for Phase 1, and 1415 ms
(SD = 1090) for Phase 2. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov comparison of
the RT distributions by phase showed no significant differences
(Z = .394, p = .99).

During each phase, each of the 19 bottle images was presented
in 18 trials, corresponding to the unique pair combinations of one
image with every other image in the set. Therefore, if a subject were
to choose randomly from each pair, each bottle image would be
chosen on 50% of the opportunities or 9 times on the average. Most
subjects, however, showed clear preferences for particular bottle
images, as indicated by the difference in the number of times each
image was chosen. From the unlabeled bottle images in Phase 1, the
least preferred image for individual subjects was chosen on 3.2%
of the opportunities on the average (range: 0–3 times), while the
most preferred image was chosen on 97.6% of the opportunities on
the average (range: 11–18 times). Similarly, from the labeled bottle
images in Phase 2, the least preferred image for individual subjects
was selected on 3.3% of the opportunities on the average (range:
0–3 times), while the most preferred image was selected on 96.2%
of the opportunities on the average (range: 14–18 times).

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, there was surprisingly little effect
of labeling with respect to the functions reported in our primary
analyses. In addition, the effect of label status on subject prefer-
ence depended on the specific bottle. On average, adding a label to
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Fig. 2. Logged RT for chosen (top panels) and rejected (bottom panels) stimuli as a function of prior exposure (left panels) and preference ranking (right panels: preference
increases toward the right) in Phases 1 and 2 (filled and open circles, respectively). Continuous lines are mean predictions of Eq. (2) using parameters from Table 2. The gray
areas at the bottom of the right panels are the relative frequency of trials in which the chosen (top) or rejected (bottom) stimulus was ranked x.

the bottle increased the preference ranking for 47% of the bottles,
decreased the preference ranking for 37% of the bottles, and yielded
no change for 16% of the bottles. Thus, bottles were not consistently
valued more (or less) if they included a commercial label.

In both phases of Experiment 1 RT decreased monotonically
with increasing prior exposure to specific stimuli (Fig. 2, left
panels). In addition, RT decreased monotonically with decreasing
preference scores for the chosen image in the set (Fig. 2, top right
panel). Similar relations between preference ranking for individ-
ual stimuli and RT have been widely reported in the literature (e.g.,
Bergum and Dooley, 1969; Jamieson and Petrusic, 1977; Petrusic
and Jamieson, 1978; Tyebjee, 1979). No systematic effect of prefer-
ence ranking of the rejected stimulus was observed (bottom right
panel).

2.3. A model of choice RT based on stimulus exposure and
preference

It was initially hypothesized that RTs would vary according
to two factors: the amount of past exposure to the stimuli on
any given choice trial, and the difference in preference ranking
between those stimuli. Each of these factors can be partitioned into
two factors. The amount of exposure can be separately assessed
for the chosen (EC) and for the rejected (ER) stimulus. More pre-
cisely, EC and ER are the number of trials, before the current trial
and within the same experimental phase, in which the chosen
and rejected stimulus, respectively, were shown. Because stimu-
lus pairings were random, EC and ER were likely to covary; such
covariance, however, does not imply that both stimuli contributed
equally to RT.

The difference in preference ranking is made up of the ranking
of the chosen (PC) and rejected (PR) stimulus. More specifically, PC
and PR are the number of times the chosen and rejected stimulus,
respectively, were chosen within the current experimental phase.
The distance effect implies that PC and PR contribute the same to

RT, but it is possible that one ranking contributes more to RT than
the other ranking.

It may be assumed, a priori, that RT varied between a maximum
(RTmax) and a minimum (RTmin > 0 s). In absence of informative evi-
dence, it may also be assumed that changes in RT between RTmax

to RTmin are exponential; i.e.:

RTt = (RTmax − RTmin) exp(−�t) + RTmin,

RTmax ≥ RTmin > 0 s; �t > 0 (1)

where RTt is the RT in trial t, and �t is the length of RTt relative
to RTmax and RTmin. If �t = 0, RTt = RTmax; as �t → ∞, RTt = RTmin. A
third parsimonious assumption is that �t linearly absorbs the effect
of EC, ER, PC, and PR on RT; i.e.:

�t = ˇECECt + ˇERERt + ˇPCPC + ˇPRPR (2)

where ˇX is the regression weight of variable X (ECt, ERt, PC, and PR).
EC and ER are indexed by trial t because, unlike PC and PR, they vary
from trial to trial as exposure is accrued. This model allows for EC
and ER to have the same impact on RT by setting ˇEC = ˇER. Similarly,
it allows for the simple difference in preference to influence RT by
setting ˇPR = −ˇPC.

A regression analysis based on Eqs. (1) and (2) was aimed at (1)
establishing whether RT was differentially sensitive to exposure
to the chosen vs. rejected stimulus (EC vs. ER), and (2) whether or
not the simple difference in preference ranking (PC–PR) accounted
for the influence of preference on RT. With these goals in mind, 6
special cases of Eq. (2) were considered: (1) where all regression
weights could be different (ˇEC /= ˇER; ˇPC /= ˇPR); (2) where the
influence of stimulus exposure was independent of whether it was
chosen or not (ˇEC = ˇER; ˇPC /= ˇPR); (3) where the simple differ-
ence in preference influenced the RT (ˇEC /= ˇER; ˇPC = −ˇPR); (4) a
combination of cases 2 and 3 (ˇEC = ˇER; ˇPC = −ˇPR); (5) where stim-
ulus exposure had no effect on RT (ˇEC = ˇER = 0; ˇPC /= ˇPR); and
(6) where difference in preference had no effect on RT (ˇEC /= ˇER;
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Table 1
Cross-validation of specific models in Experiment 1.

Model Constraint ka PVAF (Set 1 → 2)b PVAF (Set 2 → 1)

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2

1 ˇEC /= ˇER; ˇPC /= ˇPR 6 10.43% 7.79% 10.22% 10.23%
2 ˇEC = ˇER; ˇPC /= ˇPR 5 10.43% 7.93% 10.27% 11.37%
3 ˇEC /= ˇER; ˇPC = −ˇPR 5 8.73% 7.36% 8.03% 9.07%
4 ˇEC = ˇER; ˇPC = −ˇPR 4 8.74% 7.42% 8.04% 9.19%
5 ˇEC = ˇER = 0; ˇPC /= ˇPR 4 2.90% 1.38% 6.42% 5.86%
6 ˇEC /= ˇER; ˇPC = ˇPR = 0 4 9.13% 6.89% 5.52% 5.04%

a Number of free parameters.
b Percent of variance in Set 2 RT accounted for by fits of model to Set 1 RT.

ˇPC = ˇPR = 0). Each of these cases, which we call specific models, con-
stitutes a quantitative hypothesis of the influence of exposure and
preference on RT. These specific models are listed in Table 1.

Each specific model was evaluated by fitting it to logged RTs
obtained with one set of images and assessing the percent of vari-
ance accounted for in the other set of images. By logging the RTs, the
exponential regression (Eq. (1)) was nearly linearized. The cross-
validation was expected to select the model that better fit the
variance in RT within each set without fitting noise or stimulus
idiosyncrasies (variance between sets). Goodness of fit was estab-
lished using the methods of least squares, which was implemented
using the Solver add-in of Microsoft Excel 2007 for Windows.

Model evaluation results are shown in Table 1. k indicates the
number of parameters in Eq. (2) that were allowed to vary freely.
The following columns indicate the percent of variance in RT to one
stimulus set accounted for by the best fit of the specific model to
the other stimulus set. Thus, for instance, the cell at the bottom-
right corner of the table indicates that when RTmax, RTmin, ˇEC, and
ˇER were fit to Set 2, those estimates accounted for 5.04% of the
variance in RT in Set 1.

The cross-validation analysis favored model #2, which assumed
that prior exposure to either stimulus had the same impact on RT on
any given trial. This model predicted RTs to an alternate stimulus
set better than any other model on both experimental phases. It
accounted for about 8–11% of the variance in RTs of the set it was
not fit to. Interestingly, the model with most free parameters, #1,
did not predict the RTs of an alternate set as well as #2 did, even
though #2 is a special case of #1. This is likely because, when fit to
RTs in each set, model #1 accommodated its parameters to fit not
only the effects of exposure and difference in preference, but also
stimuli idiosyncrasies and other sources of noise, which precluded
a better fit to a new data set.

Because the cross-validation favored a single value for ˇEC and
ˇER, Eq. (2) was modified to

�t = ˇE(ECt + ERt) + ˇPCPC + ˇPRPR, (3)

where a single parameter, ˇE, now accounts for the impact of stimu-
lus exposure on RT. Estimates of each parameter, obtained from fits
to the pooled data of stimulus Sets 1 and 2, are shown in Table 2.
In both phases, the maximum RT, which was only attained with
novel stimuli of equal preference, was about 2.5 s. RTs approached
a minimum of 0.57 s with well-known stimuli of distinguishable
preference. The influence of preference on RT was more dependent

Table 2
Parameter estimates for Model 2 in Experiment 1.

Parameter Phase 1 Phase 2

RTmax 2.53 s 2.48 s
RTmin 0.57 s 0.57 s
ˇE 2.98 × 10−2 3.64 × 10−2

ˇPC 6.58 × 10−2 7.72 × 10−2

ˇPR −2.64 × 10−2 −4.15 × 10−2

on the ranking of the chosen stimulus (PC) than on the ranking
of the rejected stimulus (PR). As expected, the preference for the
rejected stimulus had a negative impact on RT—the rejection of
more preferred stimuli took longer than the rejection of less pre-
ferred stimuli.

Fig. 2 shows the mean logged RT as a function of exposure
to the chosen (EC) and rejected (ER) stimulus, and as a function
of preference for the chosen (PC) and rejected (PR) stimulus. The
continuous lines are the average predictions of Eq. (2) (Model 2)
using the parameters from Table 2. The global trends in changes
in RT are well described by the model. Moreover, the model pre-
dicted a slight decrease in mean RT from Phase 1 to Phase 2 across
levels of exposure and preference rankings for both chosen and
rejected stimuli, a decrease that is reflected in the data. Nonethe-
less, two divergences between data and model predictions are
noticeable: (1) the decay in RT as a function of prior exposure to
stimuli appears to be more concave than predicted by the model,
resulting in underpredictions of RT to novel stimuli, and overpre-
dictions of RT to stimuli that have been seen 3–7 times; (2) the
rejection of highly preferred stimuli (right-hand side of bottom-
right panel) took substantially longer than predicted by the model,
although such events were rare, as shown by the corresponding
area plot. In general, the model provided an adequate account of the
average RT in the choice task, but there is room for improvement
at extreme cases (new stimuli and rejection of highly preferred
stimuli).

3. Experiment 2

Results from Experiment 1 suggested that the experience-
driven reduction in RT with unlabeled stimuli (Phase 1) did not
transfer to labeled stimuli (Phase 2), as shown by the similarity
in performance across phases (Fig. 2, left panels). Thus, practice
with the choice task alone (i.e., the act of choosing the preferred
image from a pair) appeared to have little effect on RT. There-
fore, we suspected that the decreasing RT functions most likely
reflected the amount of exposure to individual stimuli. We wanted
to determine, however, if a history of making choices on the basis
of one dimension (i.e., preference) is necessary for the observed
systematic reduction in RT to occur, or if evaluating the stimuli on
an unrelated dimension (e.g., a physical quality) might suffice. In
other words, experience-driven RT reduction could be dependent
on simply comparing stimuli, or also could depend on the specific
dimension on which stimuli are evaluated. Experiment 2 sought
to determine the extent to which previous exposure to an image
affects future choice, and it sought to investigate if comparison of
two images in terms of preference (rather than another evalua-
tive dimension) was necessary for the within-session changes in RT
observed in Experiment 1 to occur. To assess the latter, we added
an alternate task in which participants were instructed to “choose
the brightest image.” We selected this task because it still requires
subjects to attend to and choose from each pair of images, but such
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Table 3
Group assignment in Experiment 2.

Image type Assigned task

Choose brightest image Choose preferred image

Old images N = 28 N = 28
New images N = 28 N = 28

choices are made on the basis of a physical characteristic instead
of their hedonic value. Moreover, we assumed brightness assess-
ments of the stimuli to be fairly independent from their hedonic
value.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Subjects
One hundred and twelve college students (33 male/79 female),

age 18–57 (mean = 24.5), with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, were recruited through the department’s research subject
pool, in-class advertisement, and flyers posted around campus. Vol-
unteers received class credit and/or a $5 gift certificate for their
participation in the study. All study procedures were approved in
advance by the institution’s review board.

3.1.2. Stimulus set
A set of 17 unlabeled body wash bottle images similar to those

described above was used.

3.1.3. Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four experimen-

tal groups that differed on (a) the assigned task in Phase 1: “choose
the brightest” vs. “choose the preferred” image from each pair; and
(b) the amount of exposure to individual images accrued by Phase
2: combinations of not previously seen (“new”) images vs. novel
combinations of previously seen (“old”) images. Table 3 shows the
composition of the 4 experimental groups. Each group underwent
2 experimental phases, each one preceded by 5 practice trials that
were indistinguishable from the experimental trials. The 5 images
used in the practice trials were not shown in either of the experi-
mental phases. The experimental phases were separated by a 2-min
break during which the subjects were asked to remain in their
seats. For all experimental groups, Phase 1 consisted of a series of
36 discrete trials in which pairs of previously unseen images were
presented, separated by a 2-s ITI. During Phase 1, two groups were
instructed to choose the most preferred image in each pair (similar
to Exp. 1), while the other two groups were instructed to choose
the brightest image in the pair. During Phase 2, all groups were
given 30 trials and asked to choose the most preferred image from
the pair; however, two groups viewed novel combinations of the
same (“old”) images they had experienced during Phase 1, while the
remaining two groups viewed entirely new images. Again, subjects
were not instructed as to how fast they should respond, and were
not informed that RT was being recorded. Each trial presented the
subject with one unique pair of images shown side by side on the
screen. For each subject, the image combinations were presented
in random order, and the images were shown in counterbalanced
order on the right or left side of the screen. The mouse cursor was
reset to the center of the screen (equidistant from the images)
before each trial.

3.2. Results

In a procedure where subjects choose the brightest image from
pairs of exhaustive image combinations, the number of times an
image is chosen provides a good estimate of an image’s relative
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Fig. 3. Mean estimated brightness rank as a function of mean nominal pixel bright-
ness (0% = black; 100% = white) for the 12 images in Experiment 2.

brightness and should correlate highly with physical measure-
ments of its luminosity. As depicted in Fig. 3, the mean estimated
brightness of individual images in Experiment 2 (the relative
number of times each image was chosen) correlated significantly
(p < .001) with their nominal pixel brightness. A linear regression of
the subjects’ brightness estimate rank on mean pixel value (which
inversely represents brightness) for individual images accounts for
71% of the variance. Note that the model fits the data for darker
bottles better than it does lighter bottles. This is likely an effect of
the light colored background which makes the entire images look
brighter.

3.2.1. Image type (old vs. new images)
The top panels of Fig. 4 show mean RT as a function of the

number of times each image was previously seen within each
phase, when the task was to choose the most preferred image from
each pair. During Phase 1 (top left panel) all subjects chose from
images not previously seen, therefore the data for both stimulus
groups (old and new) were combined. When, during Phase 2 (top
right panel), subjects chose from pairs of new images (open cir-
cles), the function relating mean RT and previous exposure was
similar to baseline in intercept and slope, decreasing gradually as
exposure to individual images increased. In contrast, in the group
exposed to novel combinations of old images (filled circles), mean
RT started at a lower value and remained relatively flat with further
exposure to the images seen in Phase 1. Mean RT by exposure dur-
ing Phase 2 significantly differed between groups (t = 2.97, df = 8,
p = .02).

The top panels of Fig. 5 show mean RT as a function of the differ-
ence in preference ranking between images in a trial when the task
was to choose the most preferred image. During Phase 1 (top left
panel) all subjects chose from images not previously seen, there-
fore the data for both groups were combined. When, during Phase
2 (top right panel), subjects chose from pairs of new images (open
circles), the function relating mean RT and difference in preference
ranking was similar to baseline in intercept and slope, decreasing
gradually as the difference in preference between images in the
pair increased. In contrast, in the group exposed to novel combi-
nations of old images (filled circles), RTs were shorter by a nearly
constant difference relative to the group exposed to new images,
regardless of ranking difference between images. Mean RT by dif-
ference in preference during Phase 2 significantly differed between
groups (t = 2.07, df = 8, p = .04).

In sum, RT was shorter for stimuli previously seen while con-
ducting the same task. This effect does not appear to interact
with preference ranking difference—i.e., prior exposure did not
appear to differentially speed up between “easy” or “difficult”
choices.
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Fig. 4. Logged RT as a function of prior exposure to individual stimuli in Phases 1
and 2 (left and right sides of graph, respectively). Filled circles signify stimuli seen
in Phase 1 (Old); open circles signify stimuli not previously seen (New). Assigned
tasks are identified as “Brightest” and “Preferred”. Continuous lines are predictions
of Eq. (2) using parameters of Table 4.

3.2.2. Assigned task (brightest vs. preferred images)
The bottom panels of Fig. 4 show mean RT as a function of the

number of times each image was previously seen within the same
experimental phase. During baseline (bottom left panel), all sub-
jects chose the brightest image from pairs of new images, therefore
the data for both stimulus groups (old and new) were combined.
During Phase 2 (bottom right panel), both groups of subjects were
asked to choose the most preferred image, but one group chose
from new images while the other chose from images seen in Phase
1. For both groups, the function relating mean RT and previous
exposure was similar to baseline, decreasing gradually as exposure
increased. Mean RT by exposure during Phase 2 did not significantly
differ between groups (t = .35, df = 8, p = .37). In sum, previous stim-
ulus exposure did not appear to affect choice RT when a new task
was introduced.

The bottom panels of Fig. 5 show mean RT as a function of dif-
ference in ranking between each pair of images. During baseline
(bottom left panel), all subjects chose the brightest image from
pairs of new images, therefore the data for both groups were com-
bined. During Phase 2 (bottom right panel), both groups of subjects
were asked to choose the most preferred image, but one group
chose from new images while the other chose from images seen
in Phase 1. For both groups, the function relating mean RT and dif-
ference in preference was similar to baseline, decreasing gradually
as the difference in stimulus ranking increased. Previous stimulus
exposure did not appear to affect choice RT as a function of rela-
tive preference when participants had not evaluated the stimuli in

Fig. 5. Logged RT as a function of relative choice ranking of individual stimuli in a
trial within each phase, in Phases 1 and 2 (left and right sides of graph, respectively).
Filled circles signify stimuli seen in Phase 1 (Old); open circles signify stimuli not
previously seen (New). Assigned tasks are identified as “Brightest” and “Preferred”.
Continuous lines are predictions of Eq. (2) using parameters of Table 4. The gray area
at the bottom of each panel is the relative frequency of trials in which the absolute
difference in stimulus ranking was x.

terms of preference. Mean RT by exposure during Phase 2 did not
significantly differ between groups (t = .06, df = 8, p = .48). In sum,
having had previous exposure to images did not affect RT when the
previous exposure involved a different task (i.e., “choose the bright-
est image”). These results are in sharp contrast with the effect that
prior stimulus exposure in the same task had on RT.

3.2.3. Changes in parameters of the RT choice model
To determine the source of variance in RT between experimen-

tal groups, we first estimated the parameters of Eq. (3) separately
for each of 6 experimental conditions, which were constituted
by 2 assigned tasks in Phase 1 (preference vs. brightness), and 4
groups in Phase 2 (see Table 3). This specific model was called
unconstrained. The unconstrained model has 30 free parameters,
5 (RTmax, RTmin, ˇE, ˇPC, ˇPR) for each of 6 experimental conditions.
We then constrained the model by setting all parameters constant
across selected conditions. The purpose of these constraints was to
test 4 “null” hypotheses regarding performance in Phase 2; these
hypotheses are listed in Table 4, along with the corresponding
model constraints. Thus, for instance, to test whether performance
in Phase 2 with stimuli experienced in Phase 1 was sensitive (or
not) to the choice task implemented in Phase 1, we set the param-
eters of Eq. (3) to be the same for the Old Brightest group and the
Old Preferred group in Phase 2.

More constrained models implied fewer free parameters but
also less variance accounted for. The merit of each specific model
was established by balancing parsimony (fewer free parameters)
against accuracy (more variance accounted for), based on the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham & Anderson, 2002).
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Table 4
Hypotheses tested in Phase 2 of Experiment 2.

Hypothesis Model constraint �AICa

Performance with old stimulus was not sensitive to Phase 1 task Old Brightest = Old Preferred 42.54
Performance with new stimulus was not sensitive to Phase 1 task New Brightest = New Preferred −3.45
Performance with old and new stimulus was the same if Phase 1 task was Brightest Old Brightest = New Brightest −6.03
Performance with old and new stimulus was the same if Phase 1 task was Preferred Old Preferred = New Preferred 92.16

Note: Model constraint column indicates the set of parameters that were forced to be equal.
a �AIC ≤ 4 indicates support for hypothesis.

AIC was computed as

AIC = 2k + n ln(RSS), (4)

where k was the number of free parameters (30 for the uncon-
strained model, 25 for each constrained model), n the number of
observations (i.e., trials fitted by the model), and RSS the residual
sum of squared deviations of optimized model predictions rela-
tive to data. To test each hypothesis, we compared the AIC of the
unconstrained model against the AIC of the constrained model cor-
responding to the hypothesis. The unconstrained model had to
be at least 4 AIC units below the constrained model to support
rejecting the corresponding hypothesis in Table 4. This criterion
is a standard suggested by Burnham and Anderson (2002), which
favors the selection of the simpler, constrained model over the
more complex, unconstrained one (a model that is 4 units lower
is 7.4 times more likely). �AIC was computed for each comparison,
where �AIC = AICconstrained − AICunconstrained. A �AIC > 4 supported
the unconstrained model and rejected the corresponding hypoth-
esis in Table 4.

�AIC in Table 4 supported two hypotheses: performance with
new stimuli in Phase 2 was not sensitive to Phase 1 task, and perfor-
mance with old and new stimuli was the same in Phase 2 if the task
in Phase 1 was choosing the brightest. These results suggest that
change in stimuli, in task, or in both had similar effects on choice RT.
We thus tested a fifth model, one in which Eq. (3) parameters were
equal among the New Preferred, Old Brightest, and New Brightest
groups, and different from the Old Preferred group. For this model,
the number of free parameters k = 20, and the �AIC was −6.94,
even lower than for any model considered in Table 1. The low �AIC
supported the new model, which we identify as highly constrained.

Estimates of the highly constrained model parameters are
shown in Table 5. Two patterns are noticeable in these numbers.
First, Old-Preferred parameters have extreme values: the shortest
RTmax, the longest RTmin, the smallest ˇE and the most extreme
ˇPC and ˇPR. These estimates suggest that there was less variability
(RTmax − RTmin) in RTs to previously seen stimuli in an already expe-
rienced preference task. It also suggests that such small variance
in RT was mostly driven by the difference in preference ranking,
not by the amount of exposure to stimuli. The second noticeable
pattern is a replication of a finding from Experiment 1: regardless
of experimental condition ˇPC was larger than the absolute value
of ˇPR, suggesting that RT depends more on how many times the
chosen rather than the rejected stimulus was chosen in previous
trials.

Predicted mean logged RTs based on Table 2 estimates, along
with the observed mean log RTs, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The
decline in RT as a function of stimulus exposure during Phase 1
(left panels of Fig. 4) was very similar regardless of whether par-
ticipants were choosing on the basis of preference or on the basis
of brightness. At the beginning of Phase 2 (right panels of Fig. 4),
RT recovered to levels similar to those at the beginning of Phase 1,
except when the same stimuli were shown and the same task was
assigned as in Phase 1. The model faithfully tracked these trends in
RT.

Fig. 5 shows the predicted and obtained mean log RT as a func-
tion of difference in choice ranking (PC–PR). As this difference
increased, RTs became shorter in both experimental phases, regard-
less of whether choice was based on preference or brightness, if it
involved previously seen or novel stimuli, or if it was a previously
trained or a novel choice task. The “savings” in RT due to prior expe-
rience with stimuli and task are also visible here (top vs. bottom
right panels of Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

This research investigated the dynamic variations in RT that
occur between binary choice trials during the estimation of
preference-based value. We found evidence that such value esti-
mations are possible even when the choice is between goods
not normally associated with strong preferences—like drugs and
money—or do not have clear survival value. Participants in this
study, for example, reported strong and consistent preferences
between images of plastic bottles.

The measurement of preference in binary trials, however,
appears to involve processes beyond the act of choosing one stim-
ulus over another, as systematic changes in RT occur that cannot
be fully accounted for by the amount of practice with the value
assessment task. Results from Experiment 1 clearly show that RT
decreases with more prior exposure to individual stimuli, and that
it increases as relative preference for the stimuli in a given trial
decreases. In support of this, we propose a regression model that
efficiently predicted trial RT as a function of stimulus exposure and
relative preference.

This study extended our understanding of the distance effect
(the variations in RT associated with relative preference for the
two stimuli) in two directions. First, parameter estimates from the
regression model suggest that preference ranking of the chosen
and rejected items do not simply have opposite effects of similar

Table 5
Estimates of highly constrained model parameters in Experiment 2.

Parameter Phase 1 Phase 2

Brightest Preferred Old Preferred New or Brightest

RTmax 3.45 s 3.19 s 2.53 s 2.80 s
RTmin 0.43 s 0.40 s 1.07 s 0.40 s
ˇE 5.47 × 10−2 6.53 × 10−2 4.69 × 10−2 5.45 × 10−2

ˇPC 17.59 × 10−2 11.44 × 10−2 56.63 × 10−2 16.21 × 10−2

ˇPR −8.59 × 10−2 −7.20 × 10−2 −30.61 × 10−2 −9.81 × 10−2
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strength on RT, as suggested by the distance effect. Instead, the
ranking of the chosen stimulus appears to influence RT to a greater
extent than the ranking of the rejected stimulus. Also, preference-
based choice appears to involve a dynamic process during which
the value of individual stimuli is arrived at over a series of choice
trials during which stimuli are compared. Such a process would
be expected to take place during repeated exposure to individ-
ual stimuli, and to require a gradually decreasing amount of time,
as preference for more stimuli in the sample set is established
over subsequent trials. In addition, such a process should be spe-
cific to the dimension over which stimuli are evaluated. In other
words, choosing between stimuli based on preference should not
significantly affect future choice based on another attribute such as
luminance (and vice versa), although it may generalize to attributes
sharing common dimensions such as preference and attractiveness.

Experiment 2 specifically tested the hypothesis that prior expo-
sure to images in a trial, and not just practice with the assessment
task or experience with specific combinations of images, affects RT.
Results from the study show, as predicted, that when the task (to
choose the preferred stimulus) is held constant, having had prior
experience with a set of stimuli leads to what appears to be the con-
tinuation of the RT function from previous exposure levels, while
exposure to new stimuli yields RT functions more congruent with
baseline levels.

In addition, Experiment 2 tested the hypothesis that the process
by which the value of particular stimuli is established is specific
to the dimension(s) of the choice task. The study showed, as pre-
dicted, that when exposure to a set of images was controlled for and
the dimension of the choice task changed from brightness to pref-
erence, prior exposure to the images did not affect RT, suggesting
independence between evaluations of a stimulus based on different
dimensions.

Experiment 2 also revealed an interaction effect of stimulus
exposure, task experience, and similarity in preference on RT. When
the effect of preference ranking on RT was assessed in Phase 2, the
effect was substantially stronger for subjects who experienced the
same stimuli in the same choice task in Phase 1 than for those for
whom either stimuli or task varied between Phases 1 and 2 (see
ˇPC and ˇPR in Table 5, Phase 2). Such an interaction effect suggests
that the distance effect becomes stronger with experience.

The monotonic relationship observed between the subjects’
judgments of brightness and the nominal pixel brightness of the
images, and the unambiguous and consistent individual prefer-
ence scores obtained suggest that, in general, subjects made choices
according to the assigned task. Interestingly, the functions relating
RT to choice based on preference or brightness were very simi-
lar, suggesting that a similar evaluation process may apply to both
the subjective (hedonic) and objective (brightness) qualities of the
stimuli during binary choice trials.

As suggested by Lockhead (2004), it is possible that the rela-
tionship between RT and prior exposure to the stimuli had not
been clearly recognized earlier because in the psychophysical tra-
dition RT measurements are typically averaged over many trials in
which the same combinations of stimuli are repeatedly presented
(e.g., Jamieson and Petrusic, 1977; Petrusic and Jamieson, 1978), or
they are assessed when performance is asymptotic; evidence of the
value assignment process would thus be statistically or empirically
eliminated. Consistent with Lockhead’s proposition, our data sug-
gest that RT in binary trials is dynamically affected by contextual
variables and by the subject’s prior experience with both the sub-
jective and objective qualities of the stimuli. In this study, having
a condition directly comparing choice between new and previ-
ously seen images in terms of their brightness would have provided
evidence to further qualify such suggestion regarding physical prop-
erties of the images. Unfortunately, the study was not designed to
make that comparison. In addition, it may be important to know if

the pairwise comparison of stimuli in choice trials is necessary, or if
forced evaluation of individual stimuli on the basis of “liking” (using
a visual analog scale, for example) prior to testing in binary trials
would similarly affect RT. Further research is needed to address
these issues.

Evidence that preference is dynamically established through
choice in binary trials may help explain the context-dependent
effects observed during assessment of delay discounting rate. In
the studies reported here, the stimuli are presented in random
combinations, so the effect of exposure can be readily isolated.
However, in the assessment of delay discounting, when the imme-
diate rewards are presented in ascending or descending order, the
amount of exposure to specific values of reward and delay depend
on the sequential position of the trials. If, as our data suggest,
preference between two options in a trial is not independent of
prior exposure to the stimuli during the choice task, order of pre-
sentation of the immediate rewards could explain the observed
within-subject differences in delay discounting rate estimated with
the abbreviated task.
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